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Executive summary

Mainline Linux ensures
stability and innovation
™
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code. Through the use of mainline development methods TI is looking to reduce such costs of
migrations and help users more easily take advantage of the benefits of the new kernel.
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Maintaining focus

The decision to migrate to a new kernel is never trivial because the mission-critical role of a development
group is to provide new and innovative features and functionality that will make products competitive in the
marketplace. With this goal in mind, a stable, robust and high-quality operating system environment is a
fundamental requirement.
TI’s support of the mainline Linux kernel ensures an efficient development environment and avoids much
of the disruption and distraction that can accompany a migration to a new kernel. TI provides evaluative and
analytical information on the supported kernels to facilitate effective user decision making and to enable
orderly migrations when necessary. All primary TI ARM-based embedded processors in the future will support
the same mainline Linux kernel, simplifying the conversion of product code bases from one kernel environment to the next and across a system manufacturer’s different product lines. Users will not need to worry
about features disappearing or not being migrated from one kernel version to another as their presence in
mainline ensures a smooth transition between kernel versions. Users will be able to focus on their differentiating features and not worry about the foundation on which they are based.
For a number of years, TI has been an ardent supporter of the open source community and, specifically,
the kernel.org community organization. When new versions of the kernel were made available, the various
product groups within TI would base their solutions on particular versions of the kernel. Today new features
and functionality as well as TI’s bug fixes are provided to the kernel.org community so these improvements
can be incorporated into mainline Linux. In turn, TI has committed to fully evaluate, and thoroughly document,
test and productize software development kits (SDKs) utilizing mainline Linux kernels for its major processors.
Through this process, users of TI technology will be able to take full advantage of support for the latest
devices, new features and bug fixes in new versions of the kernel. And, these improvements will be made
available at regular intervals so that over time developers will benefit from the incremental growth in stability,
robustness and quality of the mainline Linux kernel. Such an environment offers the kind of continuity and
continuance that simplifies user migrations from one kernel to a newer release. Because of the compatibilities inherent in each version of mainline Linux, users will not have to worry about whether features and
functionality in their code base will transfer to the next version of the kernel. TI will cooperate and collaborate
with the maintainers at kernel.org who perform stringent code reviews and analyses to ensure the long-term
quality and continuity of mainline Linux. Before any new code is incorporated into a new kernel, the code
itself and the ramifications it might have for the rest of the operating environment are constantly and exhaustively evaluated by the organization. See Figure 1 on the following page.
For its part, TI has committed to analyzing new versions of the kernel and thoroughly documenting the
additions and changes to the kernel. For those versions of the mainline Linux kernel provided to its users, TI
will compile easy-to-read change logs and well documented release notes so users can quickly decide when
a migration is warranted. In addition, TI will perform comprehensive stress tests on new kernels, applying a
wide range of use cases and application requirements to ensure the quality, stability and robustness of the
development environment supported by TI devices. Advanced users will also be able to take the Linux kernel
directly from kernel.org to gain access to new features or critical fixes ahead of TI releases.
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Mainline helps increase quality and robustness
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Figure 1: TI and other developers contribute to kernel.org to increase the quality and robustness of
mainline Linux

Supporting
mainline Linux

TI will support mainline Linux and distribute it to users through the SDKs that complement key TI ARM-based
embedded processors, including the Sitara™ processors and others based on the KeyStone™ architecture.
In addition to supporting stable mainline kernels, TI’s SDKs also include a number of tools and capabilities
which accelerate code development, such as application examples, boot loaders, various software libraries,
training resources and well-researched documentation.
The SDK can be downloaded directly from www.ti.com/sitaralinux. See Figure 2 below.
The SDKs will be based on stable versions of the mainline Linux kernel. TI has committed to investing in
enhancements to mainline Linux and collaborating with kernel.org with the intent of supporting the “long-
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Figure 2: TI’s Sitara™ Linux™ SDK and Arago Linux distribution
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term stable” (LTS) version of the kernel following this designation by kernel.org. LTS is that version of the
kernel which kernel.org has committed to supporting for a period of two years in order to cover a typical
product life cycle while providing a common place to share both security and bug fixes. The kernel version
currently available in the SDK will act as a stepping stone to the eventual implementation of the LTS version.
The Sitara Linux SDK based on the 2014 LTS kernel is expected to be available from TI during the fourth
quarter of 2014.
Currently, the Sitara AM335x processors are supported by the Sitara Linux SDK 7.0. Future TI devices with
Linux software support, including TI’s Sitara AM4x and AM5x processors as well as TI’s KeyStone multicore
K2Hx system-on-chips, will be maintained through a single kernel so users can capitalize on the benefits of
an LTS kernel across the major TI processor portfolios.

For more information

For more information on TI’s support for:
Mainline Linux, visit: www.ti.com/mainline
Sitara Linux SDK, visit: www.ti.com/sitaralinux
Linux support for TI devices, visit: www.ti.com/linux
Sitara processors, visit: www.ti.com/lsds/ti/arm/sitara_arm_cortex_a_processor/overview.page
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